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Learning from failure
India’s second lunar exploration mission to the Moon Chandrayaan 2 - that had the ambitious goal of putting a lander on
the lunar surface, failed to make a smooth soft-landing. The lander lost
communication with ground stations during its final descent.
Chandrayaan 2 mission was a highly complex project, which
represented a significant technological leap compared to the previous
missions of ISRO, that brought together an orbiter, lander and rover
to explore the unexplored south pole of the Moon. This was a unique
mission which aimed at studying not just one area of the Moon but
all the areas combining the exosphere, the surface as well as the subsurface of the Moon in a single mission. A successful landing would
have made India just the fourth country, after USA, USSR and China,
to land a vessel on the lunar surface, and only the third to operate a
robotic rover there. But I am happy for the support that poured in
for ISRO, as the nation stood together, along with the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, to appreciate its accomplishments, despite the fact
that it did not go as per the script. This gave enough confidence to the
ISRO team to overcome the current hurdles, move forward and reach
further heights. Later, the day after it lost contact with the space station,
the lander module has been located on the lunar surface, and efforts
are underway to try to establish contact with it. Let’s hope for the best!
A failure is considered as an excellent stepping stone to success
towards reaching the ultimate goal. Not every mission or business is an
instant success. There are many stories in the manufacturing business
too which ended in massive success or game-changers after rooting
in failure. Do you know of any such success stories that started with
failure? Share them with us, we will be happy to write about it, which
would be great learning lessons for others!
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With the maturity of the digital era,
the industry has entered into yet another
phase of disruption, popularly termed
as Industry 4.0. The foundation of this
fourth industrial revolution is built on
the third, but it amalgamates technology
that blurs the lines between the physical,
digital and biological spheres. This digital
age is not just about growth and capacity
building, but about agility – only the
most adaptable businesses will thrive and
survive. In the manufacturing sector, that
translates into the ability to leverage the
latest disruption and align the business in
a manner that ensures optimum delivery
in record time employing pretty much
the same resources—manpower, space,
machinery and material.
What differentiates the winners from
also-rans are flexibility and agility. With
competition at its peak, this has become
not just relevant, but one of the most
important benchmarks for success. Today,
the aerospace and defence (A&D) sector
in particular, is faced with disruptive
forces that have a profound effect on
how the industry operates. Technology
and automation are revolutionising
production, distribution, consumption
and innovation. One such important
innovation that is producing a substantial
10
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THIS DIGITAL AGE IS NOT
JUST ABOUT GROWTH,
BUT ABOUT AGILITY
impact in the industry is the Flexible
Manufacturing System (FMS).
FMS is generally regarded as a method
of automation for producing goods, that
is readily adaptable to changes in the
product being manufactured, both in type
and quantity. But it is much more than
that; FMS can create precise customer
value through products of higher quality,
in a scale dictated by demand and with
exact precision. By calling for less human
effort, less space and time than traditional
systems of mass production, FMS offers
paradigm changes in efficiency.
FMS technology comes in several
forms, but fundamentally, it is two or
more machining centres linked by a
common controller, common load station
and a pallet pool system. An FMS cell
requires highly engineered solutions, such
that parts can flow through the system
with perfect harmony and little-to-no
operator intervention. Although these

cells require more effort upfront to set up,
once established, the advantages of FMS
far outweigh its initial capital investment.
It can economically solve the challenges
of machining the relatively high mix, low
volume product variety we currently see
in A&D manufacturing. The agility that
FMS brings in has a significant impact
on the supply chain as it speeds up the
industrialisation process by eliminating
defects and getting it right in the first
time. With commitment to flexibility,
suppliers delivering detailed parts have
the ability to switch seamlessly from
one kind of part to another, increasing
productivity in the long-run.
By adopting FMS technology,
manufacturers are able to machine highly
complex parts with ease, enabling them to
gain the trust of OEMs and rapidly multiply
order absorption, elevating businesses to
the next level of growth and stability.
While automations like FMS and other
technology disruptions are triggering a
major shift in machining and engineering
technology for manufacturers, it is left
to businesses, irrespective of their scale
of operations, to harness them in order
to move with the times and remain
sustainable. ☐
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Altair and CoEP signs MoU to launch centre of excellence on electric mobility

Altair recently signed a MoU with College of Engineering, Pune (CoEP) which establishes co-operation between the entities to establish a ‘CoEP –
Altair Centre Of Excellence on Electric-Mobility’ on the CoEP campus, that will enable more than 60 engineers to work simultaneously on electric
mobility applications. The CoEP will conduct formal PG-diploma courses as part of the student curriculum while Altair will act as the technology
partner, providing students with simulation tools and course programming focused on electric mobility.
The one-year full-time PG-diploma will include courses in energy storage systems for battery management, a bridge course in electric and
mechanical disciplines, vehicle dynamics and traction, sensors and controls in electric vehicles, IoT and vehicle communication followed by hands-on
exposure to industrial in-plant training. On this ocassion, Vishwanath Rao, MD, Altair, said, “With the government’s push for early adoption of EVs, the
automotive industry needs talent with knowledge and skills across multiple engineering disciplines. This Centre of Excellence on EVs addresses this
need and brings about cross-disciplinary knowledge clubbed with the latest in simulation technology used by global EV manufacturers.”

Premium Transmission expands its product portfolio

Premium Transmission recently launched seven clutter-breaking products in the industrial gear segment - PCXseries cooling tower gearbox, small planetary gearbox, smart modular series - helical gearbox, inline geared motor,
geared lift machine, gearless lift machine and modular fluid coupling. These technologically advanced products will
cater to industries varying from oil & gas, steel, cement, food & beverages, power, material handling to textile,
elevators, etc. Adding his views, Neeraj Bisaria, MD & CEO, Premium Transmission, stated, “I am confident that
the roll-out of series of new products in the industrial gearbox category will add true value to our customers. With
the launch of these products, we have strengthened our portfolio in the industrial gear segment.”

Building smart machines and factories to drive business outcomes

B&R recently organised the Innovation Day event, which was a one-day conference dedicated to the topic of smart manufacturing – with special emphasis
on the acute needs of fully automated and connected assets and factories, in Ahmedabad, with nearly 150 participants. The event commenced with some
inspiring words from Hans Wimmer, CEO, B&R. He highlighted the company’s various accomplishments in 2018 and explained how their innovations help
customers around the world to enhance productivity, improve quality, avoid unplanned downtime and get ready for Industry 4.0. He was followed by Jhankar
Dutta, MD, B&R India, who illustrated the many benefits of digitalisation for manufacturers. Later, in a talk titled ‘Innovation for high performance’, Shirish
Divgi, MD, Plastics Machinery Asia, Milacron, explained how corporate innovation leaders can build a high-performing innovation team.
This was followed by a panel discussion on ‘Building smart machines and factories: Concept to implementation’. The panel comprised Premal Patwa,
Technical Director, Prasad & Prashant Group; Satish Godse, Director, NU VU Conair; Jignesh Pandya, Director, Gayatri Controls; Rahul Wathodkar, Sr
Manager Technical Service, Desma India; Subrata Karmakar, President, Robotics Business, ABB India and David Hemetsberger, Strategy Manager - India,
B&R Austria. The main objective of the panel discussion was to explore various aspects involved in successful digital transformation and ways to ensure
long-term ROI. The panellists shared with the audience the current status of Indian machine manufacturing, short-term and long-term challenges and benefits
of digitalisation whilst highlighting the importance of digitalisation.
Following the panel discussion, various experts like, Vinay Bansod, CTO, Windsor Machines, spoke on ‘Value creation for customers through digitisation
and IoT’, noting the growing importance of flexibility, quality and efficiency for delivering value to customers; Anup Mishra, Director, Kalpvrux Converting
Solutions, brought to attention various aspects of ‘Creative converting solutions’ along with a few success stories from his company's journey with B&R
solutions. Also, the industry experts from the company presented innovations such as integrated machine vision, human-track collaboration, hypervisor,
digital twin and Industrial IoT with ABB Ability, which helps in creating a successful digital enterprises.
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IMTMA conducted third edition of Delhi Machine Tool Expo 2019

IMTMA recently conducted the third edition of Delhi Machine Tool Expo (DMTX 2019) at India Expo Centre & Mart, Greater Noida. The expo witnessed
122 exhibitors that attracted around 6,000 visitors and 49 trade delegations from various industry sectors such as auto components, automobiles, capital
goods, die and mould, defence, aerospace and so on. Besides India, technologies from foreign countries such as Germany, Japan, China, Taiwan and
USA were on display and visitors got a peek into the latest manufacturing technologies which covered both metal cutting and metal forming
technologies. Sheet metal forming machines, CNC machines and metrology were the prominent highlights.
Stating his views on the expo, P Ramadas, President, IMTMA, averred, “We are glad about the outcome of the expo, as it evoked an enthusiastic
response from the manufacturers from northern states. I believe that this edition will encourage companies to participate in subsequent editions and it
will help us in our journey to reach out to the regional industries.” Citing his thoughts on the show, V Anbu, Director General & CEO, IMTMA, asserted,
“IMTMA organises regional expos to enable India’s regional industrial units to keep pace with the changing technologies. These shows help in
addressing the numerous requirements of original equipment manufacturers and supply chain in tier 2, tier 3 and tier 4 cities. The association is pleased
with the outcome of the show, and we are hopeful that the show will continue to evolve and grow bigger as we organise the future editions.” IMTMA
announced that the fourth edition of DMTX in Delhi is in August 2021. They would also be organising the first-ever Chennai Machine Tool Expo at
Chennai Trade Centre in Chennai on September 26 – 29, 2019.

The 13th National Productivity Summit conducted at Bengaluru
The 13th edition of National Productivity Summit (NPS 2019) was recently held at Bangalore International Exhibition Centre (BIEC), Bengaluru. The
summit featured pre-event plant visits, keynote addresses, case study presentations and productivity championship awards in presence of over 300
delegates from 130 companies. The summit was inaugurated by Bhaskar Bhat, MD, Titan Company. In his opening address, Bhat spoke on ‘Impact
of productivity on India’s manufacturing competitiveness’. At a special session for CEOs, TV Mohandas Pai, Chairman, Manipal Global Education,
addressed on ‘Winning in the digital world’.
The 3 keynote speakers for this year’s edition were:
• G Parthipan, CEO, Rane TRW Steering Systems – ‘Adopting modern manufacturing technology to enhance productivity’
• Dr Babu Padmanabhan, MD and Chief Knowledge Officer, Steer Engineering – ‘Innovation as a powerful tool to enhance productivity’
• Sandeep Kumar Maini, Chairman, Maini Group – ‘Thriving in the era of disruption – How organisations stay afloat’
The summit featured 11 case studies from Godrej & Boyce Manufacturing; Carborundum Universal; Bosch; Rane TRW Steering Systems; SAAB
Engineering; Bharat Heavy Electricals; Mahindra & Mahindra; Gala Precision Engineering; Khutale Engineering and UCAM which were shortlisted
from 150 received case studies. All these companies contested for the IMTMA-ACE Micromatic Productivity Championship Awards 2019 where the
1st prize went to Mahindra & Mahindra for ‘Reduction of specific carbon footprint by using waste-to-wealth, TPM and Industry 4.0 concept in the utility
management area’, 2nd prize was won by Bosch for ‘Innovative approach using mould flow analysis for productivity improvement in common rail pump
housing’ and 3rd prize was bagged by Godrej & Boyce Manufacturing for ‘Use of Industry 4.0 in manufacturing for resource utilisation and reducing
conversion cost’. Plus, Khutale Engineering won the ‘SME Productivity Award 2019’ for ‘Learn and green approach to layout planning’.
Pre-summit plant visits were organised to Ashok Leyland, TVS Motor Company, Honda Motorcycle & Scooter India, Volvo Trucks, Dynamatic
Technologies and Volvo Construction Equipment which provided a unique opportunity to witness some of the best productivity improvement projects
being translated into action. The 14th edition of National Productivity Summit has been scheduled to be held in August 2020 at Pune.
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“Battery technology is changing throughout”
…says Akshay Kashyap, MD, GreenFuel Energy Solutions, in this conversation with
Juili Eklahare. He explains how specifications need to be put down when one makes
an electric vehicle and why a battery pack company and vehicle manufacturer should
collaborate in the early stages of the product. Excerpts...
What is GreenFuel Energy Solution’s plan to become a leading
player in the electric two and three-wheeler space in India?
GreenFuel has developed a battery pack that is modular in
nature and 48 Volt 2 kWh. There are different vehicles that
require different kwh. For example, a scooter could need
2 kWh, but a three-wheeler could require up to 8 kWh. However,
the beauty of our system is that one does not need to redesign
the pack. We spent almost two years going through the battery
performance in different conditions and built-in safeguards in
our battery packs for extreme conditions. So,
by doing this, we are very clear that we have
one of the best engineered and most robust
packs in India. We have applied for four
patents on this pack. Thus, this makes us very
confident that we have an offering in the twowheeler and three-wheeler market that gives
the best value proposition.
You say conventional OEMs will always have
a problem balancing a new business model
against their existing ones. How do you suggest
this problem be solved?
When it comes to the business of faster
adoption of EVs, worldwide and in India, it
definitely comes through different business
models. It’s not regular buying and selling; it can be called
partnerships or lease models. Say, for example, a scooter
manufacturer partnering with a company which offers scooter
ride sharing. This is a way of increasing this penetration. We see
traditional OEM models being geared towards making a product
and selling it. Therefore, they have to find a business model that is
somewhere in between, by either partnering with fleet operators
or by offering this kind of service model on their own.
GreenFuel is already collaborating with OEMs for battery packs.
What are the challenges you see in these collaborations?
When it comes to collaboration with OEMs, I believe that
the battery pack company and vehicle manufacturer should
collaborate in the early stages of the product in order to be able
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to specify the product. However, I do not see this happening,
because right now, people are more concerned with what the
price is rather than listing down the specifications. Therefore,
the first thing to do when one makes an electric vehicle is to
have the specifications put down.
Another thing in the traditional OEM business is that a lot
of them feel that they want to make the battery packs on their
own. I do not see this as sustainable in the long-term because
battery technology is changing throughout.
What has been your approach to stand out
and provide the safest and high technology
battery packs?
A battery pack is a highly engineered product. It
has four elements that are extremely important
– the chemical nature of the cell, BMS &
electronics, software, and the mechanicals. All
these four elements have to work together in
conjunction in order to give a safe and reliable
battery pack. Our company has spent almost
two years in R&D on the battery packs, working
out the different conditions and possibilities.
This makes us sure that anyone who uses our
battery packs will find a difference in terms of
warranty, performance and safety.
Also, there are a lot of myths surrounding battery packs.
As a result, we are educating a lot of customers; we are getting
them to experience our battery packs versus others’. Thus, we
will partner with those customers that understand the need for
a reliable and safe product.
What are your company’s short-term and long-term goals?
We want to ensure that we start with the right set of customers
and with the right products. Therefore, for the short-term,
our focus will be on collaborating with those customers in the
mobility space. For the long-term, we are looking at mobility
and storage as an area, and hope to take this business to at least
₹ 600 crores in the next five years. Eventually, we aim to set the
benchmark for what battery systems should be. ☐
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“We believe in the power of frugal innovation”
…says Abhit Kumar, Director of Operations, Social Hardware, in this interaction with
Anvita Pillai. In this interview, Kumar addresses the lack of safe and hygienic prosthetics in
rural India, the need for cost-efficient prostheses and how Social Hardware is working towards
democratisation of prosthetics. Excerpts...
Social Hardware is providing a solution to a unique problem in the
country. What was the inspiration behind starting a company that
manufactures prostheses?
On an average, 23,500 Indian citizens suffer upper limb
amputation every year adding to the existing growing number
of 3 million arm amputees across the globe. Increasing geriatric
population with a high prevalence of chronic diseases, rising
accidental incidents amongst developing communities is another
ascending problem. Even though almost 70% of India’s population
lives in rural areas, where the highest rate of amputation occurs,
the prosthetics available does not focus on hygiene, durability,
distribution and cost-effectiveness. To counter
these problems, I and Cameron Norris,
Co-founder, began Social Hardware. Cameron
has a background in open-source hardware
and digital marketing for tech start-ups, while
I have a background in biomechanics and
human engineering learning.
What were the challenges that you faced during
the initial years of your inception?
We began our journey in late 2016. For the
first year of the project, we were entirely selffunded and had bootstrapped our way into
constructing a proof-of-concept prototype.
After the proof-of-concept prototype was
completed, we applied for incubation at iCreate International
Centre for Entrepreneurship and Technology in Gujarat, which
provided us with the support and investment needed to set up
Social Hardware.
What all technologies and processes are involved in this process
of ensuring low-cost manufacturing and free-of-cost end product
being fitted on to the amputee?
Our goal is to develop a high performance durable upperlimb prosthesis arm designed to be affordable and sustainable
in tough working and living conditions using concepts of
soft-robotics combined with miniature analogue sensors. The
prosthesis is being designed using Autodesk Fusion 360 3D
CAD software, which has made it incredibly easy to prepare
the product for prototyping and design for manufacturing.
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We work in collaboration with centres to provide a four-stage
rehabilitation package, which involves various rehabilitation
procedures and co-designing workshops.
What according to you is your biggest success till date?
Social Hardware holds two design patents over the course of
two years, along with being featured in several publications. In
the quest to make the product more life-like, we collaborated
with Furio Tedeschi, CG Artist for Transformers, &
BumbleBee. Initiation of our partnership with Autodesk in
2017-18 has been a huge success for us, they have supported
our ‘Democratisation of Prosthetics’
initiative and offered access to the Fusion
360 Indian community environment. Till
date, Autodesk has provided us with inputs
on design optimisation and manufacturing
effectiveness whenever required. We have
also partnered with several prime non-profit
rehabilitation centres across the country,
including the Association of People with
Disability, Karnataka and Nevedac Prosthetic
Centre, Punjab. Our positive approach with
strategic technical insight has allowed us to
be ‘technical partners’ for the Association of
People with Disability.
What is the main aim of Social Hardware? What are your
objectives for the next five years?
Social Hardware believes in the power of frugal innovation.
We work with non-profit organisations in APAC countries
to provide assistive devices and disability rehabilitation
programs to underserved communities in remote or rural
areas. Amongst variety of product delivery approach, we
also plan to sell our product to the organisations working in
the assistive device space while helping them to raise money
as well whilst providing the end product to the user free of
cost. Our goal for the next five years is to provide in excess
of thousand prostheses across APAC regions along with
providing appropriate care and services through our care
& service centres which have been lacking in the prosthesis
industry. ☐
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The process
of continual
improvement
Masaaki Imai

CHAIRMAN & FOUNDER
KAIZEN INSTITUTE

Masaaki Imai, venerable for his work
on quality management and improvement,
invented the single concept of ‘Kaizen’.
Kaizen, the Japanese term for a formal
system to promote process continuously
whilst improving quality, has helped major
manufacturing companies, like Toyota to
achieve success even in the period of slump.

THE STARTING POINT
FOR IMPROVEMENT IS TO
RECOGNISE THE NEED

Post finishing his graduate work in
international relations, Imai moved to
Washington DC in late 1950, where he
worked at the Japanese Productivity Centre,
accompanying Japanese businessmen on
visits to American plants. On returning
to Tokyo in 1962, Imai started his own
employment agency, and thereafter, in 1986,
founded the Kaizen Institute Consulting
Group (KICG) to help western companies
to introduce the concepts, systems and tools
of Kaizen.

to focus on continuous improvement of
processes and detection of the need and
problem. He emphasises, “The starting
point for improvement is to recognise the
need.” To get over a period of slowdown, he
proclaims, it is essential that an organisation
gets focused on waste reduction and
optimial use of resource. It is important that
one rejects all non-value adding activities,
thereby reducing waste and unnecessary
inventories and putting the resources i.e.,
employees, material, machines, space, time
of production, & of course, capital to full use.

Imai’s work establishes that to start the
process of improvement, it is essential that
one identifies the need because if problems
aren’t acknowledged, there is no recognition
of the need for improvement. In order to
attain success in any business, it is essential

This founder of business philosophies,
through his work, emphasises that constant
improvement is not about complex ideas, it
is about a committed mindset – one that is
constantly prepared to question the status
quo and keep relentless focus on all aspects
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of business process or operations to see
where efficiencies can be gained and waste
eliminated. It is also essential that as business
managers one walk the shop floor so one
can get to know every part of the process
where tyre hits road in terms of either
manufacturing process or service delivery.
Imai accentuated, “The only companies that
will survive into the next millennium will be
the ones that have the flexibility to produce
according to fluctuating demand.”
For the last three decades, Imai,
through his works and contributions in the
management world, has introduced Kaizen
as an integral part of cultural environment.
His quality philosophies have made him a
worldwide pioneer and leader.

Anvita Pillai
SUB-EDITOR & CORRESPONDENT
EM | Sep 2019
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Dry Machining & MQL

Conquering more & more applications

Production managers in manufacturing often have to ask themselves: should we continue
with conventional machining and coolant lubricants, or do dry machining or Minimum
Quantity Lubrication (MQL) represent viable alternatives? Several factors influence this
decision. In this article, lubrication system experts and scientists
as well as tool and machine manufacturers give a comprehensive
assessment from various perspectives and identify the
Dag Heidecker
daxTR – Technik + Redaktion
Wermelskirchen, Germany
advantages and disadvantages of the respective technologies.
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The advantages of MQL could be fully exploited
in the machining of cast and forged parts

Very high temperatures are generated in the cutting zone
during machining. Coolant lubricants reduce friction, provide
cooling (but may also cause destructive thermal shocks) and
support the removal of chips. Back at the turn of the millennium,
some experts predicted dry machining would make a
breakthrough as a substituting process. It is now time to assess
the current position. In which areas have this process, or
Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) (as quasi-dry machining)
become established and to what extent?

Particular relevance for series machining
“The main area of application for minimum quantity
lubrication lies in the machining of prototype parts as found in
large-scale series production in the automotive industry especially of powertrains. The parts range from the cylinder
head and engine block to the crankshaft or camshaft, connecting
rod, gearbox and wheel carrier, etc,” says Jürgen Keppler in
Technical Sales at bielomatik Leuze GmbH + Co KG in Neuffen,
Germany. The BadenWürttemberg-based engineering company
is a recognised specialist in the development and manufacture
of high-quality MQL systems. “Further industrial applications
include the machining of cubic components and mechanical
engineering castings such as fittings, pump housings or valves.
It is a great advantage in the aviation industry, too, if complex
components are not flooded with emulsion.”
The expert estimates that MQL is used for machining about
15% of new large-series components, rising to 70% for deep hole
drilling in crankshafts, for example. “MQL will continue to grow
in the other application areas I just mentioned,” says Keppler,
convinced. “The upswing in MQL machining predicted some 20
years ago has mainly occurred in the automotive sector. Here, the
advantages of MQL could be fully exploited in the machining of
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cast and forged parts. The high quantities involved also allowed
the related R&D work to be carried out. New application areas
will also arise from the forthcoming changes in E-mobility and
Additive Manufacturing. The great advantage of MQL lies in the
cost savings to be made in resources such as oil, water and
energy.” Further advantages are dry workpieces, no carry-over of
emulsion & contamination in the production bays, and prevention
of associated health risks. “The constant further development of
materials and applications is placing new demands on machining
processes and thus on MQL systems. This will certainly result in
interesting solutions,” says Keppler.

What do the scientists say?
“Thanks to modern cutting materials, dry machining has
been introduced in almost all areas of machining production.
Increasing cost pressure, but also energy consumption and
ecological aspects are leading to a renaissance of these
technologies,” says Dr Ivan Iovkov, Head of Cutting
Technology at the Institute of Machining Technology ISF of
the Technical University of Dortmund, Germany. “Dry
machining is not only used in conventional milling or turning,
there are also efforts to minimise or completely avoid the use
of coolant lubricants in complex processes such as deep
drilling and gear hobbing. However, the cutting processes and
the technology still need to be adapted in certain ways,” he
added. Dry machining tends to be more common in big
companies, which process larger quantities, than in smaller
companies which specialise in varying types of high-precision
and complex components.
“I think, there will be both dry and wet machining in the
future,” he predicts. “We need to take a holistic view of
production when deciding whether dry machining makes sense
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Dry machining has not only led to a
considerable increase in productivity,
but also to cleaner production

or whether it will involve disproportionately high process
adaptation costs. The continuous further development of MQL
device technology and coatings, the increasing accuracy of the
machine park, but also digitalisation – for example through inprocess sensor monitoring of relevant variables – will make it
possible in the future to carry out more and more dry or MQL
machining under robust practical conditions.”
Over twenty years ago, some experts predicted a triumphant
future for dry machining. In which areas have dry machining
and Minimum Quantity Lubrication become established?

developments in cutting materials and coatings, cutting speeds
are up to five times higher than they were with wet machining
20 years ago. Dry machining has not only led to a considerable
increase in productivity, but also to cleaner production.” At
EMO Hannover, Klingelnberg will demonstrate its highly
proficient ranges for the gearing industry, including the
development and manufacture of machines for gear
production, precision measuring centres for all kinds of
rotationally symmetric objects and the manufacture of
custom-made, high-precision gear components.

Gear hobbing now exclusively dry

Cost-efficient and environment-friendly

“The advantages of MQL over wet machining lie in the
lower costs for the cooling lubricant and the elimination of
chemical additives in the lubricant. This results in cost
advantages, and also fewer adverse health effects for the
employees,” says Dr Hartmuth Müller, Head of Technology &
Innovation at Klingelnberg GmbH’s Hückeswagen production
site. The mechanical engineering company, headquartered in
Zurich (Switzerland), employs around 1,300 people worldwide
and specialises in bevel and spur gear technology.
“The principle behind MQL is based on wetting the rake
face. This is easy to achieve with internally cooled tools, while
it is not feasible with the complicated tool geometries of gear
cutting tools. For this reason, Klingelnberg relies exclusively
on dry machining for gear hobbing. We only use MQL when
machining cast’s components for use in engineering.”
Tungsten carbide bar cutting tools are deployed for bevel gear
milling. For cost reasons, tungsten carbide tools are not widely
used for spur gear milling; dry-cut PM-HSS hobs are generally
used for this purpose. The subsequent hard finishing of gear
wheels is carried out – whenever possible – by grinding, using
oil as coolant lubricant.
“Dry machining has definitely triumphed in gear
manufacturing, as predicted,” says Dr Müller. “Thanks to

Hartmetall-Werkzeugfabrik Paul Horn GmbH from
Tübingen is one of the leading tool manufacturers. “MQL has
replaced conventional coolant lubricants in some machining
processes,” says Lothar Horn, Managing Director. “Cooling
and lubricating using minimum quantity lubrication offer
users a number of advantages. This has led to MQL being used
in many machining operations, particularly in series
production. This type of cooling reduces the high costs in the
maintenance, preparation and disposal of conventional
coolant lubricants. In addition, it eliminates the energy costs
for the high-pressure pumps and feed pumps required for
returning lubricants to the collection basin. In addition, the
government is imposing stricter requirements on coolant
lubricants with regard to hazardous ingredients. In spite of the
advantages of MQL I just mentioned, conventional coolant
lubricants are indispensable in production facilities. Many
processes – such as drilling, machining of high-temperature
alloys, or internal machining with high chip removal rates –
require an adequate supply of conventional cooling lubricant.”
At EMO Hannover 2019, the tool specialists will be showcasing
their extensive turning, milling, slotting and reaming
portfolios as well as their ranges of ultra-hard cutting materials
and special tools, etc.
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Modeling liquids and gases just got easier.

Visualization of coolant fluid temperature and streamlines in the
cooling channels of an engine block inside a four-cylinder engine.

Imagine if you could pick thermodynamic models from a
built-in database when modeling reacting systems, fluid
flow, heat and mass transfer, and systems with multiple
phases. And by doing so, you could in some cases reduce
the modeling time from several days to just a few minutes.
With COMSOL Multiphysics®, you can.
The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is used for
simulating designs, devices, and processes in all fields of
engineering, manufacturing, and scientific research. See
how you can apply it to modeling liquids and gases.
comsol.blog/thermodynamic-models
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Technological advances and detailed knowledge of
the cutting edge processes will offer more and more
possibilities in the future for safe and (in many cases
also) highly productive dry machining and MQL

Planning dry machining correctly
“In Grob machines, dry or MQL machining is used for
processes with a geometrically defined cutting edge such as
drilling, milling or roughing,” reports Jochen Nahl, CSO of
Grob-Werke GmbH & Co KG from Mindelheim. “Typical
workpieces are frame structure or chassis parts, combustion
engine and drive train components made of aluminium or grey
cast iron, and now also turbocharger housings made of highly
heat-resistant cast steel. Wet machining is still very much part
of the DNA of many companies, yet the share of MQL machines
has already increased to 12% in recent years and is continuing to
rise, especially for the machining of frame structure and chassis
parts.” The family-owned company has a total workforce of
around 6,900 employees worldwide and has been a pioneer in
the construction of highly innovative production and
automation systems for more than 90 years. “The advantages of
MQL machining speak for themselves,” continues Jochen Nahl.
“Production line investment costs can be lowered and the effort
involved in cleaning the workpieces can be reduced significantly.
In addition, MQL uses around a quarter less energy compared
to wet machining.”
Although dry machining is not currently being deployed to
the extent that was expected, it is clear that industry is
gradually accepting it. “If the benefits are to be reaped, any
switch from wet to dry machining should be based on an
intelligent strategy and implemented with a competent
machine supplier as a partner,” recommends CSO Nahl.
“Modern companies are already benefitting from recent
positive developments such as temperature compensation, the
use of higher air pressure levels, and modular systems that
reduce manufacturing costs and avoid unnecessary overengineering. The global player, with headquarters in
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Mindelheim (Bavaria), will showcase its current portfolio,
conduct live machining demonstrations and present other
technical highlights at this year’s EMO in Hannover.

Conclusion and outlook
It is too soon to speak of conventional machining processes
being comprehensively replaced by dry machining or minimum
quantity lubrication, as wet machining (involving larger
quantities of coolant lubricant) still accounts for an estimated
85% of machining. Nevertheless, dry processes are conquering
more and more areas, both in the general machining sector and
above all in special areas.
Wet machining involving larger quantities of cooling
lubricant is still used for the vast majority of machining
processes. Nevertheless, dry machining and minimum quantity
lubrication are on the advance, especially in special areas such
as gear hobbing.
In addition to technological aspects (such as workpiece
materials and machine performance), potential cost savings
for energy and systems play an important role in selecting
the appropriate process. In addition, health aspects,
sustainability and stricter legal requirements are being
accorded ever greater weight as factors within the overall
assessment. Technological advances and detailed knowledge
of the cutting edge processes will offer more and more
possibilities in the future for safe and (in many cases also)
highly productive dry machining and MQL.
At EMO Hannover 2019, trade visitors will find indepth
information, suggestions and help in making the right choice
between wet and dry machining and MQL for their own
applications. ☐
Courtesy: VDW
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MANAGEMENT INTERVIEW

“Mobilising maintenance
through digitalisation”
The times of using just one material in lightweight construction are now over. In demand now
are intelligent, mixed construction methods – based on layers of plastic, aluminium or steel,
for example. But how can hybrid components, the properties of which change with each layer
of material, be machined? Prof Frank Barthelmä, Managing Director, GFE - Gesellschaft für
Fertigungstechnik und Entwicklung Schmalkalden e.V. offers some advance insights.

Tool researchers like you have been preparing for
the hybrid challenge for some time now. Which ideas
are currently attracting most interest among classic
tool makers?
In terms of tool technology, a key challenge arises when
users want to machine multiple materials in a component
using just one tool – cost-effectively, of course. Typical
examples include composite materials, such as, aluminium
combined with titanium, fibre
composites including metals and
multilayer systems. These are
used in the aerospace and
automotive industries,
and increasingly also
in mechanical and
plant engineering.
There are different
requirement profiles
for
the
cutting
edges of tools: The
processing of “hardsoft” combinations
including
“zone
transitions”, for
example, is a
particular
challenge,
I think.
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How does this affect the three main tool interaction factors cutting material, geometry and coating?
Researchers and developers must take full account of these
factors and their interactions. If a change is made to the cutting
material, for example, or if a new cutting-edge geometry
is developed, the tool developers then also have to adapt
the coating or coating technology. And they mustn't forget
the cutting edge micro-geometry the characteristics in the
transition zone right between the main and secondary cutting
edges. This is particularly important for hybrid materials
that are difficult to machine. The VDMA Precision Tools
Association recently launched a research project in which
GFE, together with partners from industry and research, is
investigating these interactions in conjunction with cutting
edge microgeometries which are optimally tailored for a
particular machining process.
But digitalisation is also playing a growing role here. Using
sensors and algorithms, it can facilitate the machining of
coating materials through adapted cutting processes. How
are the current research projects supporting the tool industry
and its users?
As far as sensor technology is concerned, there have already
been a number of revolutionary developments. This includes
thin-film sensor technology which is suitable for use in
tools, for example. A great deal of progress has been made
in miniaturising parts while maintaining or even increasing
performance. There have also been improvements in the
ability to generate and transport data. But what’s important
now is to identify the right data among the enormous amount
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“A great deal of progress has been made in
miniaturising parts while maintaining or
even increasing performance”

of data which can be generated and to evaluate it effectively.
Data analysis needs to be carried out not only by tool experts
but also by measurement technology and electronics experts,
including IT specialists. This will be a key aspect of future research projects. The early involvement of the actual end-users
is also important.
You are currently working on the EU project “Dyna-Tool Increasing Efficiency in Machining” together with international
partners. Can the experience gained here also be transferred to
hybrid materials?
Yes, because each material used in hybrid components
has different hardness or structure properties. The sensor
technology must be able to register or analyse these properties
with sufficient accuracy in order to derive information
which can be used in process design. This can help prevent
phenomena, such as, unwanted vibrations from building
up. Projects such as Dyna-Tool demonstrate how this can
be avoided by intervening at a sufficiently early stage in the
process. The focus was on investigating how sensors can be
used in tools and tool holders in order to stabilise machining
processes despite vibration.
But layered hybrid constructions are not only used for
workpieces. Some tools are made this way, too, including
some using Additive Manufacturing. How does 3D Printing
affect the behaviour of these hybrid tools (elasticity, wear,
vibration behaviour) during machining? What should users
be aware of?
Here, of course, it’s important that the properties of hybrid or
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additive tools are at least as good as, if not better than, those of
conventional tools. And this is always the case when additive
processes are used to create formed elements or geometries that
would otherwise not be possible. Lightweight construction is of
particular relevance here, too, of course. At the Schmalkalden
tool conference, we showcased large hybrid drills in the GFE
experimental zone, for example. We’ve created a layeredconstruction traverse for large-diameter boring tools and
have been able to significantly reduce the weight of the entire
tool while maintaining the same proven stability through an
ingenious arrangement of cavity structures inside the tool
body. Besides the weight saving, further advantages are that
the tools have a lower tendency to vibrate, especially at higher
speeds, and there is an improvement in the quality of the bores
as a result of smooth running.
All those interested can find out more about these and other
projects at EMO Hannover and at the forums of the VDMA
Precision Tools Association there: Which aspects – including
those relating to hybrid materials – are you particularly
interested in finding out more about in Hanover?
I’m particularly interested in hearing users’ practical
experiences from different parts of the process chain. It would
be good to hear what people – from the manufacturers of
hybrid materials through to the end-users – have to say about
all aspects of the process. I would also be interested in hearing
about different uses of hybrid materials and components,
including their impact on the energy and cost analysis of the
manufacturing process. ☐
Courtesy: VDW
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Strategies in downturn:
Maximising the

sales productivity

There has been quite some deliberation lately on the severe loss of
economic momentum in India. During a downturn, businesses need to
act and invest prudently, while at the same time, stay alert and watch
the market for any opportunities to grab. The Viewpoint section finds
out if there really is a slowdown in the market, what should be the
sales strategy for it and what investments will be wise to make.

Juili Eklahare
Features Writer
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net

Anvita Pillai
Sub-Editor & Correspondent
anvita.pillai@publish-industry.net

“Companies should be active during a downturn period”

T

C P Rangachar,
Managing Director
Yuken India
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here is definitely a slowdown, with the actual production & demand going down to 30 per
cent. In fact, there has been a 50 to 70 per cent drop in some sectors. This slowdown is temporary;
but how temporary it depends on what action the government takes. As of today, I see the
slowdown lasting for 12-18 months; but it could be a lot shorter if the government takes quick
and the right action.
Companies should be active during a downturn period – they should look at restructuring the
organisation, reorganising the shop floor, developing strategies with the team and training its
people – because, ultimately, productivity depends on people; if a company works efficiently with
its people, it can definitely lead to enhanced productivity.
During a slowdown, one should anticipate the customer demand, which has to come from the
market. At the same time, if R&D has some good ideas, then it is a good time to test it in the
market. The downturn period is also a good time to buy assets like, factories, land, machines,
equipment, etc. However, a company must be careful that its cash flow remains healthy otherwise
it will be bankrupt. Besides, it’s a good time to implement Industry 4.0 and one should work
towards focusing on resources for product development and R&D.
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“During slowdown, the sales community must spend time on spreading
technological advantages”

A

B P Poddar,
Sr Vice President
Fatty Tuna India (FEMCO)

n economic slowdown can be short-term, if corrective measures are taken in a timely
manner. There is certainly a slowdown in the market for the last few months; the GDP growth
rate of the economy has fallen to 5 per cent in the first quarter of FY2019-2020, the lowest in
over six years. This is an indication of harder times ahead. The supply-demand ratio is also
unfavorable; working on the supply side is not going to have a solution unless the demand side
gets a boost.
The recent collapse of the automobile sector, the rising number of non-performing assets
(NPAs) or sluggish consumer demand are all are contributing to the deceleration of growth
rate. Besides, there has been a fall in expenditure, which will fuel the downturn crisis even
more; it will have an adverse effect on industrial production and this will directly impact
employment. Due to this, the economy will get stagnated and prices will drop down. If the
dropped down prices are not enough to cover manufacturing costs, organisations will stop
production that will lead to manpower layoff, and in turn, highly impact earnings.
Hence, policy decisions and market demand dynamics will decide whether we will sail
through the rough waters. During slowdown, the sales community must spend time on
spreading technological advantages and becoming stakeholders in efficient implementation of
technologies. Also, by making strategic investments during downturns, companies position
themselves well to outpace the competition when the economy improves. One needs to
differentiate between core strengths/activities and less important/vital functions and shortterm opportunities.
During a slowdown, one must invest time in development, improving overall manufacturing
efficiencies and working on manufacturing constraint areas. One should study, analyse and
work towards bringing in advanced manufacturing technologies. This will help in adopting
technological changes and ever-changing market demands.

“Use this opportunity to explore new markets during this recession period”

I

K T Pawar,
MD & CEO
Universal Precision Tools
Group of Industries
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am of the opinion that there is a temporary slowdown in the market, especially in the
engineering and automobile sector. This is because the automobile sector did not cope up
with the international level and buyers are hesitant & are postponing their orders. So, the
automobile and engineering industries need to level up to the international level in terms of
quality & price. The present government has offered some tax concessions and increased the
level of depreciation. This will slowly hike the confidence level among buyers and the market
may slowly improve.
While the order position of automobile and engineering products is quite slow, this
situation has to be utilised as an opportunity to make better the product quality and improve
the development of new tooling for faster, quality production & improvement of advanced
technology adoption. It is also necessary to use this opportunity to explore new markets
during this recession period, as the present slowdown in the market is short-lived and may
go further for only three to six months.
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“The downturn is not permanent; upswing has to follow the downturn”

The GDP growth rate has gone down but it certainly is not negative and most certainly

Vivek Nanivadekar,
Executive Director
FIBRO India
Precision Products
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not a recession. It is more of a ‘wait & watch’ situation. Practically, the auto sales of all
major OEMs have dropped down from 20 to 50 per cent, the reason being EV and BSVI
norms. The government has initiated certain measures, like reduction in interest rates,
extension of BSIV norms, double depreciation on vehicles for corporates etc. Therefore, the
automakers have delayed their development projects, slowed down the production, started
offering freebies to the customers. Secondly, the flood situation in most parts of the country
has contributed to the slow down. Another reason is the trade war between the USA and
China and also the introduction of EV. The one more dimension to this is the shift in the
business models. For example, the reduction in private car buying would compensate in
taxi business, like Uber, Ola, etc.
In any business, the growth comes from ‘product-market’ matrix. Innovation is the best
strategy. Either one can innovate the new application/market for a product or offer the new
product for existing application/market. If a business is solely dependent on the auto sector,
then one needs to develop new markets, like aerospace, defence, etc. But unfortunately, this
cannot be done overnight. One has to look into the future beyond 3-5 years and start
working in that direction from now itself.
Normally, the large companies undertake the maintenance work during such a slow
down so that they are ready to face the upswing of the market. This maintenance activity
throws an opportunity to the suppliers for supply of spares, components, modification, etc.
Another opportunity is completing the development activity which is otherwise sidelined
due to heavy production workload. This downturn is the right time to launch new products/
services to receive maximum attention from the target market. This situation also offers a
good opportunity to interact with the customer to take his/her feedback on the past supplies
and to understand his/her futuristic needs. Such interactions help one define his/her
strategy for further business growth. This also happens to be a good time to invest in
product development, productivity improvement etc.
The approach is very simple – the downturn is not permanent, upswing has to follow
the downturn no sooner than later. So, be prepared to encash the upswing. Otherwise, one
lags by the phase difference, i.e. when one is ready, the market is not and when the market
is ready, one is not ready.
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“We need to concentrate more on effectiveness than efficiency”

Things have definitely changed in the last 4-6 months, but it is not a change in the mind-

T K Ramesh,
Managing Director & CEO
Micromatic Machine Tools

set. In the transportation industry now, there are multiple things happening together. Firstly, a
lot of capacity has been built up which wasn’t available in the past. Secondly, with the vast
technological changes happening due to the advent of EVs and strict regulatory changes by the
government, even though it might be exciting for some, it is equally worrisome for others as
they might not have the needed infrastructure, technology, finance, etc to adapt to the changes.
The third aspect is about the fact that there has been a societal shift; people have become
conscious and concerned, and because of better alternates emerging and productivity
improving, the needs and demands are changing. Last but not the least, there has been a
reformation in ownership patterns. Other alternates are emerging where you can travel from
point A to B with minimal cost which is revenue expenditure rather than investing in capital
and worrying about depreciation, maintenance, parking, etc.
We need to start getting comfortable with things where we concentrate more on
effectiveness rather than efficiency. In a B2B space, it is essential to understand what the
customer wants and what the customer’s customer wants. It is pivotal that we change with
time because if we fail to do so, we will cease to exist in the industry. With new opportunities
emerging, it is essential to understand them. The product may be only slightly different, but
one may need to add a lot of services to up the customer experience. It is not only the product
change, but it is also a change in service and customer experience. And, bundling services
with the product is where the opportunity lies.
Advt
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Five ways 3D printing is transforming
the automotive industry
The automotive sector has for long been one of the most fast-paced and complex industries.
3D printing technology is proving vital in the design studio and factory floor alike. This case
study provides insight on how 3D printing is revolutionising the automotive industry.
In the span of a decade, 3D printers have moved from an
optional piece of equipment for producing relatively simple
prototypes to an absolute necessity — one that is transforming
the automotive industry in fundamental ways. Now fixtures in
automotive design studios, factory assembly lines and test
tracks use 3D printers to create complex parts, speed up
tooling cycles, enhance measurement and to test and provide
customised solutions across all aspects of the vehicle
development process. Whether using Fused Deposition
Modelling (FDM®) to create new tooling for short-run testing
or production parts, customising vehicle interiors or making
measurement and production devices, such as, jigs, the
automotive industry is increasingly turning to 3D printing to
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manage tight production cycles and cut costs.
Christoph Lindner, Territory Manager—GSC, Stratasys, has
been with the company since 2012, but even in that relatively
brief period of time, he has seen significant changes across the
industry. Lindner notes that although OEM customers continue
to use 3D printing for rapid prototyping to address a wide range
of early-stage design and functional testing needs, the industry
is exploring ‘cross-functionality’ parts and applications. With
the help of Stratasys experts, OEMs and tier one suppliers are
growing in their knowledge of 3D printing applications and the
capability of the materials that bring their ideas to the road.
Here are five key ways 3D printing is changing the automotive
industry, both today and in the near future.
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Bentley Motors designers print miniature scale
models of vehicle interiors and exteriors

1. From small to big: Flexible optimised design
One of the key benefits of early-stage vehicle design with the
assistance of a 3D printer is the ability to start small and scale up
rapidly, well before assessment or the part reaches the assembly
line. One example of that capability can be found at Bentley
Motors. Nearly every detail of a future production vehicle is
first created in miniature using Stratasys PolyJet™ technology.
The 3D process empowers designers to test multiple forms and
a variety of practical functions, bringing them closer to a final
design much more quickly than in the past. The studio uses two
machines, the Objet30 ProTM and Objet500 ConnexTM multimaterial 3D Printers, in tandem. Designers rely on the Objet30
to model anything from tiny wheel rims to grilles, and then
move to the Objet500 to create one-third scale and even life-size
parts. In a single printing session, both multiple clear and
opaque materials are seamlessly integrated to craft a scale model
without assembly. The PolyJet technology also allows companies
to print translucent prototypes.
At Jaguar Land Rover, the Objet500 Connex 3D Printer was
tasked with producing a complete fascia air vent assembly for a
Range Rover Sport. It used rigid materials for housing and airdeflection blades and rubber-like materials for control knobs
and air seal. In a single process, Jaguar Land Rover printed the
complete fascia air vent as a working part. Once printed, the
model was taken from the printer, cleaned and tested, proving
that the hinges on the blades all worked, and the control knob
had the right look and feel.

2. Rapid tooling with Additive Manufacturing
Rapid tooling has become the major focus for many
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automotive customers, a trend that is only expected to grow in
coming years. Engineers can then evaluate the moulds to
determine the optimal design before creating a steel version for
a final mould. Designing tooling with Additive Manufacturing
from the very beginning removes multiple steps and untold
costs compared with traditional tooling methods.
A prime example of shrinking the tooling process can be
found in the 2011 Lamborghini Aventador, the sports car
brand’s flagship model. The $400,000 Aventador clocks in at
230mph and owes many of its performance attributes to its
carbon-fibre-reinforced composite monocoque which makes
up the core of the integrated body-chassis. It weighs 324.5
pounds, and the entire body and chassis weigh just 505 pounds.
A team used a Fortus 3D Printer with a build envelope large
enough to produce a one-sixth scale model of the body and
chassis in one piece. Complete one-sixth scale prototypes of the
body and chassis were created in just two months, including the
time to print and assemble the parts.
Under traditional manufacturing processes, it would have
taken an estimated four months and $40,000 to build the tooling
for the scaled part. But with 3D printing, total build and
processing time was 20 days, with a total cost of $3,000 including
materials, labour and machine time.

3. Fast customisation via 3D printing
Customising vehicles, especially when it comes to interiors,
is a costly endeavour for automakers. Mass production of a
particular automotive featuring in low-volume vehicles often
proves too expensive for OEMs to justify. But 3D printing
offers an economical solution to carmakers looking to provide
an array of trims and options for consumers. For example,
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Hyundai Mobis 3D printed an instrument
panel in ABS plastic to measure component fit

Stratasys worked with a German automaker to create a driverfriendly feature in the cabin of the car. This option was
available on just 10,000 vehicles — too few units to justify the
cost of tooling and injection moulding. However, such a low
volume is well within reach of 3D printing technology, both in
terms of costs and materials.
Customising interiors, particularly for commercial
customers, is another major need that’s being addressed with
3D printing. That includes creating low-volume, specialised
instrument panels that add features such as compartments for
tools and instruments, as well as flexible dashboard features,
such as GPS and satellite navigation systems. And while electric
vehicles still represent a low-volume segment, the market is
growing rapidly, and 3D printing could play a more prominent
role. These vehicles require lightweight, highly specialised
components and parts that must be produced in lower quantities
— a perfect place for FDM. Lindner noted one of the recent
project in which Stratasys worked with a producer of a small
commercial electric vehicle (EV); the team produced the tools
for thermoforming the roof of the vehicle. When the pieces of
the roof were glued together and attached to the vehicle, the
lighter roof helped achieve a nearly five percent overall weight
reduction. While this is an early-stage project, and some
technical obstacles remain, it shows the potential for 3D printing
in the growing EV sector.

4. Validation & advanced measurement on demand
When it comes to measurement and parts assembly, Lindner
also sees 3D printing playing an increased role on the factory
floor. He provided the example of a tier one supplier that
worked with Stratasys engineers to develop a multifunctional
tool that can measure several points on a headlight or taillight
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prior to final assembly in an OEM plant in Germany. “We came
up with a triangle-shaped tool that marries three different
processes into one tool, and it’s printed with FDM technology,”
he said. The tool measures the edges, such as where the rubber
connects to a taillight, to validate accuracy of the parts and
fixtures. It not only marries three different measurement steps
into one, but it also replaces tools made with steel or aluminium
that have less functionality, reducing costs by two-thirds at the
same time. The FDM-produced tool is light and mobile and can
be carried to any station, or anywhere along the assembly line. It
can serve as an assistant in the zero-tolerance car process, to
assure quality control, and that’s something no one considered
before in the measuring process. The tool will be produced by a
supplier serving the plant, which produces several hundred
thousand of cars per year. Increasingly, Fortus 3D Printers are
being used to produce jigs used in the assembly process. When
it comes to measurement applications, PolyJet Tango™, a
rubber-like material, is used to avoid scratches when measuring
door gaps during assembly.

5. Real world functional testing:
Discovering what works
Nearly 10 years ago, experts at Stratasys showed Fiat how to
create door and body panels with FDM technology. Managers at
the Italian automaker were impressed by how large, yet thin, the
panels were, as well as how easily the parts fit together. SLA and
SLS technologies cannot produce parts as large without warping
but FDM parts hold their shape over time.
Since then, Chrysler Fiat Group has purchased several
Fortus 3D Printers, creating parts with even more functionality.
One of the most popular thermoplastics, ULTEMTM 9085
resin, a flame-retardant, high-performance thermoplastic, is the
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go-to material for complex parts that go
in the test vehicles, including inside
engine compartments. The weight-toperformance ratio is similar to some
aluminium alloys used in these
applications, and it is resistant to
temperatures up to 186oC. Another
popular material for automotive parts is
ULTEM 1010 resin, which has higher
resistance to temperature than ULTEM
9085 resin, as well as increased rigidity,
and can withstand temperatures as high
as 214oC. But using FDM technology isn’t
just a way to confirm what designers
believe will work; it can also reveal what
isn’t working — well before a part or a
whole assembly goes into production. For
example, original and aftermarket
equipment maker Hyundai Mobis relies
on prototyping for design verification
and functional testing, using a Fortus
FDM system to help evaluate components
such as instrument panels. Specifically,
Hyundai Mobis produced a prototype
instrument panel in ABS plastic for Kia’s
Spectra and precisely scanned it with a
coordinate measuring machine to ensure
accuracy to the original design. However,
that original design, mounted as a
prototype in a cockpit mock-up and
connected to sub-assemblies, containing
27 flaws that would have added cost and
time delays, or could have hampered fit
and finish.

speed up the design process, increase
quality and cut costs — all at the same
time As a cost-effective solution for
improving measurement, functional
testing, vehicle customisation, optimised
designing and rapid tooling; adopting
optimised 3D printing is critical for

engineers, plant workers and designers of
all kinds. And with new applications
being discovered, tested and implemented
virtually every day, 3D printing
technology’s potential to impact the
industry is just beginning. ☐
Courtesy: Stratasys
Advt

Summary
The automotive industry arguably has
never faced more challenges — or very
promising opportunities — as it does
today. A host of obstacles, from the
demand for vehicle electrification to
diverse consumer preferences, to tighter
environmental regulations, all have
contributed
to
tightened
vehicle
production schedules and shortened
vehicle life cycles. These pressures
directly affect every OEM and every
supplier throughout the value chain.
They require creative approaches to
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TEST & MEASUREMENT TECHNOLGY

Trends that will drive
the test & measurement industry
It’s obvious that without test and measurement equipment, it cannot be correctly and reliably
proven that mechanical devices are working as needed. The test & measurement sector has vast
transformations to look forward to, with umpteen trends from additive manufacturing to IoT
that have made their way into it. The article explores these sundry
trends that are driving the test & measurement industry and the
S Velmurugan
Application Manager – Taylor Hobson
significance of test & measurement in the manufacturing process.
Ametek Instruments India
The test & measurement sector in the manufacturing industry
is highly fragmented and focuses on both, the production as well
as the development of equipment. This sector works on the
detection, measurement, and control of various factors in
manufacturing processes, like flow, temperature, power,
vibration, the inspection of parts and other similar processes. The
sector has been growing immensely in the last decade and
forecasts show that it will continue to maintain a positive growth.
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Test & measurement is an essential process that helps
manufacturers ensure that their product dimensions are accurate
and they perform exactly as required. If the equipment does not
behave as per the expectations, then the team has to check the
issue and determine how to fix it successfully. The entire process
demands advanced technological solutions which will lead to
greater innovations in the test & measurement sector in the form
of digitisation, solutions by application, Additive Manufacturing,
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IoT and new sensing apps that drive excellence in the
manufacturing industry.
So, here are the top five trends that will drive the test &
measurement sector:

1. Digitisation
Today, we rely more on digital outputs instead of analog ones.
Some of the highlight benefits of a digital sensor are excellent
transmission reliability, high transfer rates, self-diagnostic tools,
etc. Manufacturers also have the flexibility to plug-in or replace
digital devices without interrupting the overall system. Digital
outputs are great in terms of wiring, too. Various digital sensors
can be connected using the same cable that helps in wiring costs.
In brief, digitisation supports wireless communications and gives
the user a perfect idea of wires and dimensions, etc.

2. Solutions by application
Consider that a user has to write only a single program for the
measurement of multiple parts and features together – is it
possible to practically execute this? Various parts should be of the
same design that the user wants to check together. When only a
single program has to be written or maintained, it reduces the
overall test & measurement time effectively. Taking the input as a
variable, when the design is the same and lengths are different,
the meteorology software 4.0 version simplifies the whole process
for manufacturers.

3. Additive Manufacturing
Additive Manufacturing will continue to support
advancements in the manufacturing world. One such example is
the optical meteorology instrument that offers 3D capabilities
with wide-diameter lenses and a measuring range of up to
200mm. The instrument gives a clear picture of the equipment
and there is no need for further measurement analysis. This
instrument is suitable for both, research & development and floor
environments, with excellent operating efficiency. When this
instrument is used in manufacturing, it provides large potential
costs savings to companies. It would not be wrong to say that this
instrument is the future of optics and manufacturing industries.

4. Internet of Things (IoT)
IoT plays a big part in the future of test and measurement.
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IoT-enabled devices can help an industry by increasing the speed,
which leads to instruments becoming more responsive and the
latency of wireless communications being checked thoroughly.
When data-transfer speed is expected to increase by 20 gigabytes
per second, manufacturers should check or replace their existing
technologies with new and advanced ones. It can be an advanced
software program or any other powerful instrument as well.

5. Modern sensing apps
Test & measurement experts can also expect new sensing
apps in 2019 and beyond. These apps will be suitable for all
industries – agricultural, optical world, medical equipment or
renewable energy technologies, etc. The only thing the user will
need to do is to analyse their product type and nature of the
company. Based on the analysis, the user can quickly decide
which type of sensing app can help the most or talk to the experts
in the field to suggest the best technology for advancing test and
measurement operations in the users industry.

Is test & measurement vital?
In a perfect world, we would be able to deploy a product
directly in the market without any checking and reduce overall
deployment costs. However, when we produce or manufacture
a new technology, errors are common and the role of test and
measurement is vital in ensuring that end-users receive a
flawless product.
Therefore, testing and measurement is considered to be a
vital part of the manufacturing process. The manufacturing
industry is working towards creating and utilising more modern
technologies to reduce the overall costs and time associated
with test and measurement while maintaining high quality of
yield supported by optimum performance. Incorporating
automation in the test and measurement process could offer
more features and capabilities to the user, eventually leading to
improved and faster outcomes.
Most manufacturers believe that testing should be done at
the end only. But this is not the right approach; test &
measurement is necessary at each stage of production, thereby,
reducing the chances of product failure and testing costs, too.
We could say that test & measurement must be part of an
integrated approach to make sure that any product or equipment
is working as per the expectations only. With the right approach
and modern technologies, it is possible to gain a competitive
edge over others. ☐
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Light construction of power lathe chucks
To cater to the evolving automotive industry, it is essential to
deliver optimised solutions whilst providing lighter chucks
for lathes. This article decodes how Schunk competence
centre for turning technology and stationary work develops a
clamping device with low mass or mass inertia in order to
minimise the energy and duration required for acceleration
while simultaneously maximising optimisation.
While aiming at lighter chucks for lathes, Schunk meets
the requirements of customers for quick and energy efﬁcient
component production. For this purpose, Schunk uses
ANSYS simulation solutions including optiSLang for
topology and parameter optimisation. The company’s wedge
hook power chuck ROTA NCE combines lightweight
construction, maximum load capacity and innovative design.
The lathe chuck was geometrically adapted to the power ﬂow
for providing maximum stiffness as well as lightweight
requirements. Compared to conventional lathe chucks and
depending on the size, the mass inertia could be reduced by
up to 40 per cent.
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Philipp Schräder, HD,
Schunk GmbH & Co KG

Mathias Siber, HD,
Schunk GmbH & Co KG

High stiffness at low mass
The aim of the specialists at the company’s competence
centre for turning technology and stationary work holding in
Mengen was the improvement of the energy management in
accordance with DIN EN ISO 50001. They wanted to develop
a clamping device with low mass or mass inertia in order to
minimise the energy and duration required for acceleration.
However, the basic clamping function of the chuck - measured
in terms of stiffness and variability - should be fully maintained,
if possible, even increased. Also, the desired radial and axial
run-out accuracy had to be guaranteed. In this case, the rough
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The axially displaceable piston transmits the
force to the base jaws and generates a radial jaw
movement synchronous to the axis of rotation

structure of the clamping device components was determined
with topology optimisation on the basis of the respective force
ﬂow. Using the resulting parameter optimisation, dimensions
were then varied to identify an optimal geometrical structure.
For the ﬁnal optimisation, eg, of the jaw guidance, a suitable
geometric parameterisation is important, since the topology
optimisation does not allow a detailed depiction of the contact
areas. In parameter optimisation, lift-off and non-linear
contacts of the entire chuck assembly can also be modelled
and simulated. The properties of the optimised clamping
device could be subsequently evaluated by FE analysis and
compared with the previously manufactured designs.

Arched structures below jaws
“In ANSYS, we deﬁned an initial model for topology
optimisation including the necessary constraints such as
forces and bearings”, explains Mathias Siber, Head of
Development Clamping Technology, who used the project for
his master’s thesis. “The objective function of the optimisation
was the maximisation of the stiffness, with mass restriction at
70, 50 and 30 per cent of the initial mass.” In addition, the
existing functional areas were marked to exclude them from
optimisation (non-design areas) because they should remain
in their original shape. The optimisation algorithm then
determined the basic geometrical shape according to the
mechanical loads and speciﬁed mass restrictions. In the chuck
body, arched structures below the jaw guide, circular recesses
between the guideways and an overall conical chuck contour
were created. “The topology optimisation signiﬁcantly reduced
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the weight of the lathe chuck which also has a positive effect
regarding the load on the spindle bearings”, stated Philipp
Schräder, Head of Development Clamping Technology. “In
addition, we registered the vault structure resulting from the
topology optimisation as a design patent at the German Patent
and Trademark Ofﬁce, in order to protect it as far as possible
from unauthorised copying.”

Inﬂuence of parameters
After topology optimisation, parameter optimisation
was performed on the reconstructed parametric geometry
model using sensitivity studies conducted with optiSLang
from Dynardo. Thus, the inﬂuence of input parameters on
the desired output data could be investigated, visualised and
evaluated. The subsequently used optimisation algorithm
searched for the minimum of the correspondingly deﬁned
target function, including reduction of lifting even at high
clamping forces. In addition to the chuck body, base and top
jaws were also included in the procedure. “Using optiSLang
we could ﬁgure out how the jaw guidance should look like”,
Siber explains. “We analysed which parameter changes
would lead to the desired result of little deformation at low
weight.” Regarding the base jaw, mass and axial lifting were
critical. Here, the parameters ‘depth of the guidance in the
chuck body’ and ‘width of the guidance groove’ dominated.
The depth of the guidance showed opposite effects, because
the deeper the guidance in the chuck body, the lower the
lifting effect. On the other hand, the mass of the base jaw
increases proportionally.
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FE topology optimisation identifies the
lightest chuck design from the force flow

Multi-objective optimisation
In this case of facilitating the design process, parameters
are optimised towards the objective of less lifting at the lowest
base jaw mass. The result of this multi-objective optimisation
is an optimal depth-width ratio of 2:3 for the base jaw guidance.
This allows a very precise examination of the product
behaviour with different geometries in order to create a
‘robust’ design. The robustness of the ﬁnal design was ensured
by means of suitable constraints. While the topology
optimisation identiﬁed the lightest chuck design from the
force ﬂow, the parameter optimisation ensured maximum
stiffness and reduced notch stresses for the longest possible
chuck life. In addition, a numerical stress analysis was
conducted according to FKM guidelines.

Prototype meets all requirements
After optimisation, prototypes of each chuck size were
produced. Afterwards, they were examined and veriﬁed on a
test bench with up to 500,000 cycles, which took several
months. “Similar to other projects and due to the profound
simulation during development, only one prototype per size
was required to fully meet the speciﬁed requirements”,

emphasises Schräder. “Since a prototype test can take several
months, for a new development the time saved by the
simulation is approximately half a year.” Topology and
parameter optimisation made a lightweight chuck possible
where the mass was reduced by 30 per cent and the mass
inertia by 40 per cent. A 20 per cent lower jaw centrifugal mass
caused advantages such as shorter acceleration phases and a
lower loss in clamping force under rotational speed. By
optimising the parameters in the jaw guidance area, the chuck
stiffness was increased while the stress level was reduced at the
same time. The result was a 20 per cent increase of the
maximum bearable clamping force.
In combination with the reduced jaw centrifugal mass, a
possible speed increase of 10 per cent could be achieved. By
reducing the time for testing combined with a stress
calculation according to the FKM guideline and depending
on the sizes, a cost reduction of approx 30 per cent could be
reached in the development. As a result, the Schunk ROTA
NCE lathe chuck provides the user with ideal conditions for
high process dynamics and productivity while using a
minimum of energy. Particularly in large-scale production,
the energy- and cycle-time efﬁciency of the chuck leads to
signiﬁcant savings and fulﬁlls the DIN EN ISO 50001 energy
management certiﬁcation. ☐
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Achieving maximum productivity goals
Among the handful of imperatives that facilitate enhanced productivity and efficiency of a
manufacturing unit, lubrication plays a quintessential role. This case study talks about how
ExxonMobil’s cutting-edge lubrication products helped PPAP Automotive to achieve its
productivity and profitability goals, while enhancing the lifespan of the machines.
The manufacturing industry in India has poignantly grown
over the decades, witnessing a series of transitions through the
socio-economic and political corridors of the country. Turning a
corner after liberalisation in the early-90s, the Indian
manufacturing industry is today a globally competitive behemoth,
powered by solid capacity expansions and multidisciplinary
investments. Strong domestic demand, a growing middle class
and a high rate of return on investments are among the factors
that make India a credible manufacturing investment destination.
The country’s manufacturing prowess has been further fuelled by
the government’s innovative initiatives, such as, Make in India,
Smart Cities and Skilling India.
Having emerged as a high growth sector, India is expected to
become the fifth largest manufacturing country in the world by
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2020. Against this backdrop, global manufacturing giants, like
GE, Toshiba and Boeing are in the process of setting up
manufacturing plants in the country, even as existing players
are expanding capacities and operations.
With India on the path to becoming a leading manufacturing
hub, there are several imperatives that drive this growth and help
to maintain the momentum. With singular manufacturing units
adding up to make the colossal industry, the productivity and
efficiency of each of the units contributes to the growth.
If machines are the heart of the manufacturing sector,
lubricants that ensure their smooth functioning are its lifeblood.
It ensures routine maintenance for expensive and complex
industrial equipment and even prevents permanent damage that
can be caused due to extreme operating conditions.
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Background/situation at hand
Established in 1978 in the industrial hub of NOIDA, the
NCR-based PPAP Automotive is a leading manufacturer of
automotive sealing systems, interior and exterior automotive.
Their customers include leading automobile companies, like
Maruti Suzuki, Honda Cars, Toyota Kirloskar Motors, etc. The
company operates several injection moulding machines for
manufacturing over 500 different products for its customers.
These machines, with an average capacity between 650 and 2800
tonnes, operate round-the-clock in three shifts of eight hours.
With the primary focus to advance productivity of the plant
and to increase profitability, PPAP Automotive turned to
ExxonMobil’s Field Engineering Services (FES) – the dedicated
team of technical experts who work closely with manufacturing
companies to offer them advice on best-in-class lubrication and
maintenance practices.

Mobil’s strategic solution
Mobil™ engineers assessed onsite usage conditions and
interacted closely with the PPAP Automotive team to
understand the company’s lubrication requirements. Based
on their test results, Mobil recommended Mobil DTE 10 Excel
46 for the injection moulding machines in order to achieve
maximum productivity and enhanced equipment protection.
It is an ISO Viscosity Grade (VG) 46, non-zinc, anti-wear
hydraulic fluid. Its shear-stable, high-viscosity index (VI)
allows for a wide operating temperature range, maintaining
maximum hydraulic efficiency and component protection, at
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both low as well as high temperatures. Post the switch to
Mobil DTE 10 Excel 46, The company’s team conducted an
analysis to monitor the condition of the oil and advised the
customer on best maintenance practices for regular filtration
and system cleanliness.

The outcome
Mobil DTE 10 Excel 46 helped reduce downtime and achieved
ODI of 10 years in moulding machine hydraulics, resulting in
potential savings of US $18,382 (₹ 12.30 lakh approx) annually. It
enabled an extended oil drain interval and ensured zero
component replacement in the injection moulding machines for
up to ten years. The superior quality lubricant helped the
machines deliver outstanding performance, eliminating
unscheduled downtime and reducing planned downtime. All
this, in turn, translated into a potential annual savings of US
$18,382 (₹ 12.30 lakh) for PPAP Automotive.
Speaking on ExxonMobil’s success in providing a customised
solution for PPAP’s requirements, Shankar Karnik, General
Manager – Industrial, ExxonMobil Lubricants, said, “Mobil
Industrial Lubricants supports customers with unmatched
industry expertise and technical services, unsurpassed global
supply capability, proven oil-analysis programs and
comprehensive builder approvals. The results delivered for PPAP
Automotive are perfect examples of how ExxonMobil’s
technology leadership, exceptional application expertise and
customised solutions can enable an industrial unit attain its
productivity and profitability goals effectively.” ☐
Courtesy: ExxonMobil Lubricants
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Artificial Intelligence:
A game changer in manufacturing
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is transforming the manufacturing industry, helping with several
factors within the sector, from bringing human and machine interaction closer to bringing
about major cuts in unplanned downtime. We also see top executives in the industry making
use of AI to enhance productivity growth. The article explores
the many pluses of AI in the manufacturing industry, how it
has made robotics more resourceful and what the government
Asoke K Laha
President & CEO
Interra Information Technologies Inc
is doing to boost AI in the country.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has made a tremendous impact
across a number of industries, including manufacturing.
Manufacturing, as an industry, has matured over time; with AI in
the fold, the industry is set to radically evolve.
From the time the Industrial Revolution started, the focus of
the manufacturing industry has been on reducing cost and the
manufacturing time (time to market) by increasing operational
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efficiency and creating a safer work environment. Manufacturers
have recently started focusing on improving the customer
experience and making supply chains management even more
complex. They are using the technology to make significant cuts
in unplanned downtime to better design products. AI has the
potential to transform manufacturing tasks like, visual
inspection, predictive maintenance and even assembly.
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AI allows the organisation to take
corrective measures at the initial stage

AI and its many perks

The rise of Quality 4.0

Manufacturing is a capital-intensive process. Once a plant
is a set-up, replacing, removing or renovating is exorbitantly
expensive. Monitoring results at each and every phase of the
manufacturing process is possible because of AI. AI also
allows the organisation to take corrective measures at the
initial stage. This allows businesses to save up on a lot,
especially on the investments that are usually spent on
rectifying damaged products or problems related to any
machinery. Plus, it ensures predictive maintenance of
machines and optimises usage of assets.
Improvement in the performance can happen with new
machines, equipment and processes and thus, reduce
redundancies. This improves the overall quality metrics. AI is
proving to be an alternative to all of this and the price points
are extremely competitive in nature. Manufacturing
companies are finding it increasingly challenging to maintain
high levels of quality and to comply with quality regulations
and standards. This is because time-to-market deadlines are
constantly decreasing. This is also because there is a rise in
the complexity of products manufactured today.

Data can be generated with the help of Quality 4.0. This data
can help manufacturers know about the use and performance of
their products available in the market. This information is
important and crucial to the product development team, helping
them make both strategic and tactical engineering decisions.

Keeping product faults at bay
Today, a customer expects to have a product that is faultless.
This is pushing manufacturers to use their quality matrices while
understanding the damage that high defect rates and product
recalls can do to a company and its brand. AI-based algorithms
are used to notifying the manufacturing teams about the emerging
production faults that are likely to cause product quality issues.
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Making robots more efficient
Robotics, for the past couple of years, has become an integral
part the manufacturing sector. There has been a considerable
amount of improvement in the finesse, complexity, and
sophistication of a task done by a robot because of the
advancements AI has made. Tasks which were previously
relegated to the human domain due to complexity and labour
constraints are now routinely completed by robots.
The human-robot collaboration needs to be efficient and
safe as more industrial robots enter the production floor and
work alongside a human. As AI advances, industrial robots are
going to develop which will enable these robots to handle more
cognitive tasks. It will also allow it to make autonomous
decisions based on real-time environmental data and will
further optimise processes.

Supply chain and AI
Moreover, supply chain is the backbone of the manufacturing
industry. With the help of AI-based solutions, it helps in
reducing transportation cost, warehouse management, efficient
supply chain administration and reducing pilferage. Large and
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AI has the potential to transform
manufacturing tasks

diverse data sets can be processed with the help of machine
learning. This can be done on a real-time basis for estimating
demand. In a collaborative supply chain model, it is helping in
the reduction in freight costs and improving supplier delivery.
AI is changing almost everything one can ever think of,
including the way a product is designed. One technique is to
enter a comprehensive brief defined by designers and engineers
as input into an AI algorithm. The brief includes data describing
restrictions and various parameters including information,
such as, material types, available production methods and
budget limitations. The algorithm explores every possible
configuration before it finalises on a set of the best solutions.
ML-based solutions recommend designers and manufacturers
as to which design works best for a particular product.
In this scenario, AI-based algorithms are completely
objective. No assumptions are taken at face value. Every minute
detail is tested according to actual performance. This is done
against a wide range of manufacturing scenarios and conditions.
The core element of the Industry 4.0 revolution is AI and which
is not limited to the use cases from the production floor. The
manufacturing supply chain can also be optimised with the help
of AI algorithms – this helps companies to anticipate how the
market is going to change, which becomes a massive advantage
for the management, making them move from a reactive
mindset to a strategic one.

Where India stands
When it comes to AI in manufacturing, India lags considerably
behind. SME manufacturers are still trying to decode the
implications of AI and its overall economics of adopting this
new-age technology. Upgradation of technology has been slow in
India because of two factors – the first is the paucity of funds and
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the second is the lack of awareness about the importance of this
technology and its capability of disrupting the industry.

The government’s role
Not just private organisations, but the government, too,
should play an important role by providing provisions for the
intensive training of industrial workers on using smart
machine and AI-powered tools. The Government of India
recently allocated ₹6,000 crores toward the development of
tools rooms across the country to support the small
manufacturing players by providing support in terms of
design and quality. Also, the Samarth Udyog Council, which
is created by the Department of Heavy Industry (DHI), part
of the Indian Government, in association with CII, promotes
digital technologies in manufacturing. The most important
initiative by Samarth Udyog Council is AI-ML-analytics in a
factory to help improve productivity. AI claims that it is only
an evolutionary form of automation, a predictable result of
the 4th Industrial Revolution. It may be efficient at improving
things and making them cheaper, but it cannot replace human
ingenuity in dealing with the unanticipated changes in tastes
and demands.

Helping stay ahead
AI is finding its place in manufacturing, whereas it still has a
long way to go in India. While AI, as we all know, is a pivotal
element of Industry 4.0, it is certainly a game changer for the
manufacturing industry, opening up entirely fresh and diverse
opportunities for businesses. It promises to augment the
capabilities of humans and helps with data-driven decisions,
making sure companies stay ahead in the industry. ☐
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Responding to customer needs effectively
Bharat Fritz Werner (BFW) is not just known for its machines
but for being a solution provider as well. The company is
virtually in all verticals, from automotive to aerospace, having
the largest product basket that is available. On a recent visit to
the company’s Peenya plant in Bengaluru, EM learnt about its
IRIS platform, its digital strategy and how its new subsidiary,
m2nxt Solutions, will enable clients to enhance efficiencies.
Bharat Fritz Werner (BFW), the leading manufacturer of
machine tools, has proven a success in several areas, from building
a platform for connecting machines to expertly leading its digital
journey, while proficiently entwining innovation, R&D and
kaizen to provide its customers with the best solutions. The
company has one manufacturing location in Peenya, Bengaluru
and one in Hosur, Tamil Nadu. EM recently visited the centre in
Peenya, where a new machining shop has been built, which was
invested in a year ago; it happens to be a fully connected factory,
where the company is in the process of implementing step-by-step
full digitalisation. From a customer perspective, BFW is
operational in 48 locations within India, with four tech centres.
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Besides, the company has more than 40,000 installations across
the world, being present in 18 countries through channel partners.
In the last five to six years, BFW has focused on its product
portfolio with great insights and has come up with a series of new
platforms. “This has led to a significant increase in our market
penetration,” Praful Shende, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer,
BFW told EM and went on to state that the company’s thrust on
solutions has come out very strongly. “We have co-developed
products with our customers, which have become great successes
in the market,” he cited and continued, “our aim is to get closer
to the customers and take the learnings from them to product
development, with a big plunge towards R&D.”
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R&D is a part of innovation
This inevitably led us to asking: How does the company
cultivate the right kind of mentality in the people who allocate
resources to R&D? The answer was that BFW believes that
innovation is going to be the key and R&D is a part of innovation.
“In the last 2-3 years, we have been working on how to get
innovation rooted in the culture of the company,” Shende
revealed and continued, “therefore, we conduct many activities
related to this; for example, we form small groups, assign each
group with a problem and empower them to find a solution to
the problem. In the process, a lot of innovation takes place and
we see how this innovation can be made generic and get
horizontally deployed in the product or company. So, there is a
difference between continuous improvement (kaizen) and
innovation; in fact, kaizen leads to innovation.”

Kaizen’s role in lean manufacturing
Not just innovation, but kaizen also plays a very important
role in the process of lean manufacturing. One of the lean
manufacturing methods that BFW has adopted is the
simplification in process, where assemblies are broken into
several excellences. “These excellences are sub-assemblies where
the parts get manufactured in one place and come together for
the final assembly of the machine. This has improved our way of
responding to customer requirements and the overall throughput
time of the entire assembly system has reduced,” Venkataraman
P, COO, BFW asserted and went on, “this has called for certain
process changes where we work on ‘standardised modules’ – we
have been able to hit on the important aspects of standardisation,
which has helped us to de-skill the activities of the people
working on the line. What used to happen earlier from scratch to
the end has now been simplified into different activities, during
which a lot of kaizens come up.”

Getting closer to the customers
Customers can also go online on BFW’s website to get quotes
for products. “However, when we launched our machine and
put it up online for sale, we saw that the Indian customer,
especially in capital equipment, prefers one-on-one interaction,”
Rajesh Agte, Vice President – Sales & Marketing, BFW, informed.
Another element that helps the company to respond to its
customer’s needs is through m2nxt – a new subsidiary which
will deal with everything around the machine. “It’s a machine
that connects with anything, making it suitable for smart
manufacturing and enabling the entire ecosystem of the
customer, so that the response to their needs is much better and
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“If one has a strategy in place, then
activities can run comfortably in
the business.”
Ravi Raghvan,
Managing Director,
BFW

“Our aim is to get closer to the
customers and take the learnings
from them to product development,
with a big plunge towards R&D.”
Praful Shende,
Chief Sales and Marketing Officer,
BFW

“What used to happen earlier from
scratch to the end has now been
simplified into different activities,
during which a lot of kaizens come up.”
Venkataraman P,
COO,
BFW

“The Indian customer prefers
one-on-one interaction.

Rajesh Agte,
Vice President – Sales & Marketing,
BFW

helps them make meaningful decisions in real time,” Ravi
Raghvan, Managing Director, BFW expounded and added, “plus,
the solution is not only for BFW machines but for any other
machine of customers.” De facto, BFW’s partnership with
Universal Robots to co-create robots for the MSME sector is also
an m2next activity, as physical automation is a part of the
subsidiary. The objective of this partnership is to get the smart
automation on the shop floors of MSMEs within India.

IRIS platform at BFW
The company has also done a lot of cyber automation, which
happens to be built on the platform called Intelligent, Reliable,
Innovative, Seamless (IRIS). IRIS is BFW’s platform for connecting
machines and building data & analytics of data. It took about two
years to develop IRIS and is already available commercially.
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m2nxt is a machine that connects with anything,
making it suitable for smart manufacturing and
enabling the entire ecosystem of the customer

The Dr Kalam Centre for Innovation

Putting digital strategy in place

Besides, the Dr Kalam Centre for Innovation has been
developed to help BFW carry out pioneering research, where
the company is putting in a substantial amount of money and
resources in R&D. “We develop new technologies here and
not products,” clarified Shende and added, “Our long-term
vision is to develop the technologies that are needed for
making manufacturing smarter and more efficient through
the centre.”

When asked about his thoughts on the current pace of digital
transformation in the manufacturing industry, Raghvan
responded that the Indian manufacturing industry is doing fairly
okay in adapting technology solutions, with a very handful at the
maturity level. “The machine tool industry falls in line with this as
CNC itself has seen a digital transformation,” he divulged and
continued, “in fact, with CNC, data is automatically gained, which
needs to be filtered and put to best use. We put our digital strategy
in place two years ago; if one has a strategy in place, then activities
can run comfortably in the business. This has resulted in every
product of ours improving in performance and reliability.”

BFW’s digitisation strategy in 2019
Among BFW’s various manufacturing facilities and processes,
the company has also built a few excellence centres and has
critical sub-groups of machines which have been built in these
excellence centres. They are then taken for the final assembly of
the machine and built to suit the exact requirement of the
customer. Plus, there’s a significant amount of digitisation that
has been done in this process in terms of how data can be
collected from the point the machine is born and then be kept
till the machine ends its life at the customer-end.
In fact, in 2018, the company’s entire strategy has included
digitisation. Expanding this strategy through 2019, it first
implemented it in-house and recently built a new manufacturing
plant at Hosur, Tamil Nadu which is an example of smart
factory and has been built on the IRIS platform. “The machine,
processes and people need to be smart, for which we are
training the people in the Hosur plant,” Raghvan averred and
went on, “sitting in Peenya, we can see the exact status of the
plant in real-time. We are now also deploying the higher
version of SAP Hana, which will further bring in seamless
connectivity of all our processes to the supply chain side and
customer side.”
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Initiatives as productivity tools
Apart from digitisation, BFW has other productivity tools as
well, which are more of initiatives. “The first initiative of good
productivity is built when the product is designed,” Shende
pronounced and went on, “so, we have product design done on a
platform concept; if there is a platform with a series of machines
where there is a lot of commonality, it then helps the customer in
keeping maintenance down & us to keep things common, leading
to building common skills and therefore, improving productivity.”

Providing topmost solutions
BFW has worked on moving forward by staying in line with
technological developments happening in the industry, all
leading to its chief focus – serving its customers with the
topmost solutions. Several of its initiatives & platforms have
profoundly helped attain this, along with its keen attention to
kaizen and investment in R&D, which have resulted in the
company’s innovative & effective production. ☐
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Structured light 3D scanner

Lightweight e-chains

FARO recently announced the availability of the Cobalt Design™ structured
light scanner product family. Structured light scanning technology uses
projected light patterns with a camera system to capture large areas at once,
and as a result, it significantly reduces
data capture time and delivers quicker
results. Cobalt Design™, combined
with the RevEng™ software platform,
delivers a one stop, comprehensive
digital design solution where small to
Cobalt Design™
medium objects can be scanned with
precision, in colour with multiple levels
of resolution. The scanner addresses a variety of design requirements, including
reverse engineering, prototype design, packaging design, digital cataloguing
and even jewellery and fashion design. Also, it enables design professionals to
set up scan parameters once and then proceed to scan similar objects with the
push of a button. Furthermore, several pre-configured scanned and meshing
settings are available by default. This in turn translates to less time per scan
position, more scans per day and faster completion of scan projects.
Additionally, it ensures that results are repeatable and reliable. Moreover, the
scanner captures millions of 3D measurement points in one second with up to
3.1Mpx accuracy for small to medium complex objects.

igus recently presented a lightweight e-chain for unsupported lengths and
long travels, E4Q. Based on the robust energy chain standard E4.1 from the
company, the new series brings
along a long service life and a high
degree of modularity. In order to
optimise material and therefore the
weight of the energy chain, shapes
inspired by nature are used. Despite
material recesses, the new
development has a high strength
E4Q e-chain
and stability compared to the E4.1
series. Another special feature of
the E4Q is the crossbar that can be opened and closed completely without
tools. Another advantage is that the new crossbar has significantly higher
pull-out forces than its counterparts in the locked state. Due to the special
design of the e-chain, this is very quiet in the movement. However, if the user
desires additional noise reduction, the company has integrated an optional
system in the inner horizontal stop-dog for the E4Q. These are two connected
balls that dampen the impact during the radius and extension stop. The balls
are made of a new noise-optimised and soft material that further reduces the
sound level without restricting the stability of the stop-dogs.

Faro Technologies | New Delhi
Email: india@faro.com | Tel: +91-11-46465664

igus India | Bengaluru
Email: vinayak@igus.in | Tel: +91-9341136381

Spindles for CNCs

Track strip milling machine

Kenturn recently revealed the spindles applied for the grinding machine, multipurpose CNCs, and special purpose CNCs. The company optimises the speed
and accuracy of spindle performance
as per the client demand, where the
spindles are like, built-in spindles,
belt-drive spindles and inner bore
grinding spindles. Lately, the company
has introduced swing head spindle
which combined high stability/
accuracy performance with intelligent
MVB1318
vibration monitoring and sensing
system. Benefiting from this system,
the data during the processing can be sent to the operator instantly as well as
the self-diagnostic of the spindle can occur continuously to ensure good pretroubleshooting. They have also developed a series of cutting tools, branded
ECIO, which provides solid carbide end mills and targets in assisting for cutting
difficult-to-machine materials. ECIO cutters have included nearly 1000
categories so far. The main precision cutters are tungsten steel end milling
cutter, tungsten steel ball cutter, tungsten steel round nose cutter, tungsten
steel forming cutter & tungsten steel taper cutter. The company’s spindles are
being used by CNCs to operate smoothly and reliably without human inspection.

Para Mill Precision Machinery recently produced strong track strip milling
machines, which are mainly focused on the heavy-duty milling industries,
such as mould base, hydraulic manifold block and square or rectangular
block machining industries. It has the special feature that the setting time
of machining for the operators
can be reduced. It also features
the heavy-duty milling spindle,
special one-piece machine base
with high grade cast iron & userfriendly HMI control system, as
control system is a touch screen
HM-400NC-1200D
with digital data input, self-alarm
diagnosis and alarm message
display. The machine is designed for high rigidity, efficiency, precision and
reliable performance. The maximum length of the work piece can be 1200
mm for HM-400NC-1200D and 2200 mm for HM-400NC-2200D while the
maximum thickness of the work piece can be 100 mm. The rapid feed
speed around X-axis for both machines is 8 m/min and around ZL/ZR-axes
is also 8 m/min. The spindle is NT50 equivalent and the spindle motor
output is 15 kw x 2. The travel of table X-axis is 1600 mm for HM-400NC1200D while it is 2700 mm for HM-400NC-2200D.

Kenturn Nano Tec | Taiwan
Email: cnc-spindle@kenturn.com.tw | Tel: +886-4-7910271
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Distributed servo drive system
Beckhoff recently introduced the new AMP8000 distributed servo drive system,
which is space-saving as it integrates a servo drive directly into a servomotor in
an ultra-compact design, thus with the AMP8000, space requirements for drive
technology inside of control cabinets can be reduced to a single coupling
module. Such a coupling module can control
up to five distributed AMP8000 servo drives
via an IP-67-protected AMP8805 distribution
module with the help of EtherCAT P, providing
EtherCAT signals and power with one cable.
Since the entire AMP8000 system can be
cascaded, even complex motion systems can
be implemented with a remarkably simple
topology. In addition, the company offers
preassembled cables that simplify logistics
considerably and minimise wiring errors.
Plus, the installation efforts are significantly
reduced with fewer and smaller cable routes
AMP8000
to the motors.
Optimised design for efficient drive integration
The drive integration concept of the AMP8000 features an exceptionally

compact design. Since the power module is conveniently located at the
back end of the motor shaft, the attachment dimensions of the new
distributed servo drives are identical to those of the proven standard
AM8000 series servomotors. The only dimensional change is to the overall
servomotor length, which is extended by
approximately 7 cm. For the machine
builder, this means that only a little
additional space is needed at the motor end
and adjusting the overall motion control
concept is easy without having to otherwise
alter existing machine designs.
The new distributed servo drive system
is available in flange sizes F4 and F5.
Various models are available with power
ratings from 0.61 to 1.23 kW and standstill
torque ratings from 2.00 to 4.8 Nm (F4) or
power ratings from 1.02 to 1.78 kW and
standstill torque ratings from 4.10 to 9.7 Nm
(F5). STO and SS1 safety functions are
integrated into the series by default, and a range of additional safe motion
functions are in preparation.
Beckhoff Automation | Pune
Email: info@beckhoff.co.in | Tel: +91-20-6706 4800

Swivel unit

Security & safety monitoring solution

Schunk recently introduced a high-performance swivel unit SCHUNK SRM,
with help of which the systems can be made smaller, cycle times reduced
and both precision and service life increased. Also, the high-power density
offers the perfect pre-requisites
for particularly compact and at
the same time efficient solutions
while the consistent structure
of the swivel unit provides
a
customised
design
at
an unrivalled price-performance SCHUNK SRM
ratio. Plus, the exceptionally
large centre bore allows the feeding through of pneumatic, as well as preassembled cables with integrated connectors. The pneumatic or electric
media feed-through makes it even more convenient as the coloured coding
on the plug connector simplifies commissioning and allocation of the
signals. If despite every precaution the cable should break, individual
cables are also replaceable without having to replace the entire media
feed-through. The new swivel unit is initially be available in the sizes 14,
16, 25 and 40 for swivelling angles of 0°/180° and 0°/90°. The end position
is adjustable (+/- 3°). In size 40, torques of up to 24 Nm and moments of
inertia of up to 7 kgm2 can be achieved.

Videonetics recently launched safety & security solution for safer workforce,
safer workplace and industrial township monitoring, powered by DeeperLook™.
The industrial solution is designed
with emphasis on preventive security,
centralised visibility along with
efficiently complying to Occupational
Safety & Health (OSH) & Safety, Health
and Environment (SHE) standard and
helps to optimise business operations.
The solution suite has manifold
applications
including
Personal
Protection Equipment (PPE) detection, Safety helmet and jacket
worker behaviour monitoring, person
slip & fall detection, oil/water spillage detection, graffiti and vandalism
detection, movement of forklifts or other machinery inside shop floors using
ANPR for effective gate management, vehicle movement inside plant area
monitoring using ANPR, facial recognition and others. The solution also supports
open framework for integration with 3rd party systems such as SCADA, IBMS,
HRMS, ERP, emergency evacuation systems, fire alarm and access control
systems etc. The platform can also integrate and communicate with external
law enforcement and emergency service management systems.

Schunk Intec India | Bengaluru
Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: +91-80-405 38999
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